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Abstract: The energy transition with transformation into predominantly renewable sources requires
technology development to secure power production at all times, despite the intermittent nature
of the renewables. Micro gas turbines (MGTs) are small heat and power generation units with fast
startup and load-following capability and are thereby suitable backup for the future’s decentralized
power generation systems. Due to MGTs’ fuel flexibility, a range of fuels from high-heat to low-
heat content could be utilized, with different greenhouse gas generation. Developing micro gas
turbines that can operate with carbon-free fuels will guarantee carbon-free power production with
zero CO2 emission and will contribute to the alleviation of the global warming problem. In this
paper, the redevelopment of a standard 100-kW micro gas turbine to run with methane/hydrogen
blended fuel is presented. Enabling micro gas turbines to run with hydrogen blended fuels has
been pursued by researchers for decades. The first micro gas turbine running with pure hydrogen
was developed in Stavanger, Norway, and launched in May 2022. This was achieved through a
collaboration between the University of Stavanger (UiS) and the German Aerospace Centre (DLR).
This paper provides an overview of the project and reports the experimental results from the engine
operating with methane/hydrogen blended fuel, with various hydrogen content up to 100%. During
the development process, the MGT’s original combustor was replaced with an innovative design
to deal with the challenges of burning hydrogen. The fuel train was replaced with a mixing unit,
new fuel valves, and an additional controller that enables the required energy input to maintain
the maximum power output, independent of the fuel blend specification. This paper presents the
test rig setup and the preliminary results of the test campaign, which verifies the capability of the
MGT unit to support intermittent renewable generation with minimum greenhouse gas production.
Results from the MGT operating with blended methane/hydrogen fuel are provided in the paper.
The hydrogen content varied from 50% to 100% (volume-based) and power outputs between 35 kW
to 100kW were tested. The modifications of the engine, mainly the new combustor, fuel train, valve
settings, and controller, resulted in a stable operation of the MGT with NOx emissions below the
allowed limits. Running the engine with pure hydrogen at full load has resulted in less than 25 ppm
of NOx emissions, with zero carbon-based greenhouse gas production.

Keywords: micro gas turbine; fuel flexible combustor; experimental data; hydrogen

1. Introduction

The global warming caused by CO2 emissions from anthropogenic activities is threat-
ening life on earth. Intermittent renewables, such as wind and solar energy, are foreseen to
provide the largest increase in renewable power generation as the most important contrib-
utors to sustainable development. The paradigm change, from today’s energy system to
the future’s carbon-free version based on intermittent renewables, can be formulated as
the power will be generated when possible, not when needed. However, the intermittent
nature of these energy sources is already causing grid instability, which will become even
more severe when their share in the power mix will further increase in the near future.
Therefore, fuel-flexible, dispatchable energy conversion technologies and energy storage
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will be needed to bridge the gap caused by the intermittency of the renewables, such as
wind and solar.

Distributed energy generation (DEG) facilitates the use of different energy sources.
Since distributed power is generated at or near the point of use, transfer losses can be
reduced, and small heat sinks close to end-users can be utilized resulting in considerable
efficiency improvements and reduction in emissions. The characteristics of micro gas
turbines, i.e., reliability and low maintenance, along with their fuel flexibility and load-
following capability have made them an interesting option for combined heat and power
generation and a prime mover for competitive, secure and sustainable micro-scale poly-
generation [1]. In fact, MGTs can operate on a range of fuels, from high heating values
such as methane to low heating value fuels such as biogas [2]. The combustion systems
of micro gas turbines can also be designed so that they can burn fuels with lower octane
numbers and heavier hydrocarbon components [3,4]. This applies also to fuels containing
hydrogen [5].

Fuel flexible, distributed generation units that can utilize locally available resources to
provide heat and power on demand, will be of paramount importance for the realization of
sustainable energy solutions. Therefore, experimental studies for technology verification
and the provision of data for model validation are needed to support this development.
Utilizing hydrogen or hydrogen blends has become an important issue for carbon-free
power generation. Various challenges are associated with developing and/or modifying
the engine components to manage the variable volume flow of the fuel and the changing
flame structure and kinetics due to hydrogen combustion [6,7]. However, evaluating the
system operation with a large portion of the hydrogen in the fuel blend is a concern for
which just a limited number of publications are available in the open literature.

The journey of driving gas turbines with hydrogen-enriched fuels began decades
ago. In 1939, Hans von Ohain tested a prototype of a gas turbine that was supplied with
hydrogen from an externally pressurized source. The smooth and fast combustion of
hydrogen was observed while metal burnout was reported as an obstacle [7]. A combustor
prototype for a micro gas turbine was developed by Minakawa et al. [8] to run with
pure hydrogen. The combustor was a lean premixed swirling type, and it was tested in
atmospheric pressure conditions, resulting in efficient combustion and low NOx emissions.
The prototype was later assembled on an MGT which resulted in flashbacks during the
startup. This issue, which was unforeseen during the component test, was addressed by
modifying the air inlet to the combustor [8]. One of the first publications reporting the
measurements of hydrogen injection into a heavy-duty gas turbine was provided by Morris
et al. [9] in 1998. An immediate reduction in CO emissions and a slight increase in NOx
production were observed by hydrogen injection up to 10% in the fuel.

With the development of computers over the years, researchers pursued modeling and
simulation of combustion with hydrogen to reduce experimental costs and attain a deep
understanding of the phenomena. Combustion of hydrogen/methane-blended fuels in a
micro gas turbine was studied by Shih et al. utilizing computational fluid dynamic (CFD)
methods [10]. In their research, the effect of hydrogen on flame structure and emissions were
investigated by adding hydrogen from 0 to 90% on volume bases. The authors concluded
that although simulation results indicate a stable combustion performance, modifications
to the original combustor will be required to address the emissions of the combustor
with a high hydrogen content [10]. Experiments, as well as numerical investigations,
were conducted by Rajpara et al. [11] to assess the effect of hydrogen injection on a gas
turbine burning methane, upstream of the swirl combustor. Increasing hydrogen content
resulted in smaller flame dimensions with an increase in NOx emissions due to higher
flame temperature but a decrease in CO emissions. Cappelletti et al. [12] investigated the
combustion of pure hydrogen in a lean premix burner with experimental and numerical
simulations. The experimental setup was built based on an existing burner from a heavy-
duty gas turbine, which was modified to enable variable premixing levels. With hydrogen
combustion, high flow velocity was required to avoid the flame positioning inside the pre-
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mixer duct. The results of their work confirmed the possibilities of developing combustion
technology with pure hydrogen fuel while keeping the emissions below the regulated limits.
Binesh et al. [13] performed a series of experiments to investigate the combustion behavior
of hydrogen-enriched methane fuel in a swirl-stabilized model gas-turbine combustor. The
amount of hydrogen in the blended fuel was increased up to 80% in volume and during
their test, the upper and lower limits of air to maintain stable combustion were derived.

In May 2020, Kawasaki announced a successful test of an industrial gas turbine with
hydrogen fuel, through their dry low emission combustion technology. The combustor
applies micro-mix combustion technology, which features ultra-small hydrogen-fueled
flames and achieves low NOx combustion without using water or steam, which is beneficial
in terms of cycle efficiency [14,15].

This paper presents the experimental setup of a test rig in Stavanger, Norway, utilizing
a T100 micro gas turbine in combined heat and power (CHP) mode. As the reviewed
literature shows, the goal of operating micro gas turbines has been pursued for decades,
however, the successful operation of a micro gas turbine with high (up to 100%) content
of hydrogen was not achieved before. In fact, burning high hydrogen content fuels was
investigated in two ways, either numerical or experiments with combustor test rigs to
focus on combustion phenomena. The stable combustion was achieved in most of the
combustor test rigs at the atmospheric condition which fails to imitate the real pressure
conditions in an engine. Furthermore, a test rig that is specified for a combustor, fails to
simulate the interaction between the combustor and other components, different operating
conditions of the engine, the transitions, and how they all affect the combustion of the
hydrogen-enriched fuel.

This paper provides insights into the application of hydrogen-enriched fuel on a
commercial micro gas turbine. The complications of running the engine in part-loads
and base-load operations have been addressed. The transitions between loads are crucial
situations in the engine, where the varying fuel flow rate and rotational speed in the
engine will impact the air/fuel ratio in the combustor and the main flow rate through the
engine as well. The complications of hydrogen combustion have a destructive effect on the
performance of the engine, which has been encountered during the current endeavor and
undertaken via design modifications and controller optimization.

The structure of the paper is as follows: first, an overview of the main challenges with
hydrogen combustion is provided. Secondly, the engine setup is presented, with a focus on
technology modifications, overcoming the issues of hydrogen combustion. The preliminary
results from engine operation with various mixtures of methane and hydrogen are also
presented which verifies the presented technology.

2. Problem Formulation

Developing a gas turbine engine to run with hydrogen is accompanied by numer-
ous challenges; especially when the goal is to accommodate the variable content of the
hydrogen blend with carbon-based fuels. The difference in characteristics of hydrogen and
hydrocarbon (in this case, methane) leads to different combustion characteristics which
must be considered during the designing process of the combustor and fuel delivery sys-
tem. Reviewing numerous studies on combustion with hydrogen, a summary of these
characteristics is provided in the following subsections.

2.1. Combustion Kinetics

Hydrogen has higher flammability and a lower ignition temperature. In fact, the low
ignition temperature of hydrogen together with the high flame propagation speed and
high flame temperature could improve the conditions for maintaining stable combustion
in low-load ranges of gas turbines operation, also lower the risk of flame-out in lean
combustion conditions [16–20]. The higher speed of hydrogen flame in comparison with
methane can cause flashbacks, in which the flame sits in unwanted locations and could
result in component damage. Part-load operations are more prone to flashbacks, therefore
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careful consideration for controlling the airflow during the operation is required to avoid
flashbacks [21].

2.2. Flame Temperature

The adiabatic flame temperature of hydrogen combustion is higher than methane and
their differences increase as the combustion becomes richer [22,23]. Adding hydrogen to
methane will also increase the adiabatic flame temperature since hydrogen will accelerate
the reaction rate [16,24]. In Figure 1, the adiabatic flame temperature of burning methane
and hydrogen is compared with each other. The air/fuel mixture in the calculation is
assumed to be at 4.3 bar pressure and 630 K temperature, which is the condition of the air
entering the combustor when the MGT is running at the baseload. As it is evident from the
figure, the richer the combustion is, the larger the difference between the adiabatic flame
temperature of methane and hydrogen becomes. However, in very lean air/fuel mixes, the
adiabatic temperature of methane and hydrogen are very close to each other.
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2.3. NOx Emissions

One of the main concerns of hydrogen combustion is the production of toxic nitrogen
oxides due to high temperatures. The nitrogen molecule present in the air reacts with
oxygen in high temperature conditions. The NOx production begins when the temperature
reaches above 1000 ◦C and the rate of production increases rapidly with further increase
in the temperature [25]. One of the common ways of preventing NOx emissions in gas
turbines is to use lean premixed burners or dry low NOx burners, where the fuel is
premixed with the air prior to the combustion, to keep the flame temperature below a
certain value [26]. The main concerns with lean premixed burners are providing stable
conditions for combustion, avoiding flashbacks, and thermo-acoustic instabilities [27,28].
These issues become more complicated when using hydrogen and methane blends. The
established technology designed for hydrocarbon-based fuels is not adequate for hydrogen
blends, especially with high hydrogen contents. With a big difference in flammability
range and reaction rates of hydrogen from hydrocarbons, the ignition in combustors will
occur before the fuel is adequately mixed with air which results in high temperatures and
promotes NOx emissions. Dilution with steam and water is another method employed in
gas turbines to alleviate the combustion temperature and NOx production, which is not the
best solution since it has a destructive effect on cycle efficiency because of the evaporation
of water spray in the hot combustion gas. Besides, dilution with water and steam could
cause thermal stress which affects the material integrity of the components. Moreover, high
quality water will be required which will increase the costs.

2.4. Different Combustion Products

The replacement of carbon atoms with hydrogen when hydrogen is added to the
fuel will result in different combustion products. Burning methane will produce carbon
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dioxide and water, while the products of hydrogen combustion will be only water (steam).
Therefore, hydrogen combustion will result in a higher content of water (steam) in flue
gas than when methane is combusted. Burning the fuels with air assuming the two main
components of it (nitrogen and oxygen) will be as described in Equations (1) and (2):

CH4 + 2(O2 + 3.76N2) → CO2 + 2H2O + 7.52N2 (1)

2H2 + (O2 + 3.76N2) → 2H2O + 3.76N2 (2)

This is when we are assuming complete combustion, however, the reality includes
other products as the combustion is not complete. Carbon monoxide, nitrogen oxides, and
even radicals could be in the product mix. Adding hydrogen to the fuel could improve
the combustion efficiency and reduce the share of these products, as it increases the flame
temperature [29].

To evaluate the effect of adding hydrogen to a methane–fuels combustor, two different
approaches were conducted by the authors in [11]. Once, the hydrogen injection was
performed while keeping the heat input constant, and secondly, the volume flow rate was
kept constant. Both mechanisms that resulted in the reduction of CO in the products were
observed in these two scenarios.

A numerical approach was taken by the authors of [16], where CO emissions for
combustion at different pressure and temperature conditions with variant hydrogen content
were simulated. According to their work, once the hydrogen share in the fuel reaches
80% of the whole fuel flow, CO emissions decreased to the half value of when there is
no hydrogen in the mix. This result was somewhat true regardless of the pressure and
temperature conditions. The simulations show that even a small quantity of hydrogen
in the primary zone of combustion could contribute to CO reduction, because of both
mechanisms discussed [30].

The destructive effect of premix on combustion efficiency and CO and HC emissions
could be lessened by injecting small quantities of hydrogen (up to 4%) to lean primary
zones, without affecting NOx production [31].

Developing combustor technology for hydrogen combustion becomes more com-
plex when the goal is to operate with pure hydrogen as well as hydrogen-blended fuels.
Blended fuels of methane and hydrogen should be applicable to small-scale heat and power
generation units, such as micro gas turbines, with the option to vary the mixture ratio [32].

The difference in the heating value and density of the fuels is another variation that
must be considered. This will lead to variations in the fuel flow rate and therefore flue gas
flow rate. Moreover, with the difference in flue gas composition, the thermodynamic cycle
of the MGT could be altered, as the matching point could be moved [33]. Assuming the
same condition for the air entering the combustion chamber, the engine baseload condition
is compared between methane and hydrogen. For the micro gas turbine to receive the
required heat input, 6.7 g/s methane (pure methane case) and 2.8 g/s of hydrogen (pure
hydrogen case) should be provided. The air has 4.3 bar and 610 K after passing through the
compressor and the recuperator.

The equivalence ratio of the combustion mix could be calculated, assuming that the
airflow inlet to the engine is 0.8 kg/s at the baseload. For pure methane, the equivalence
ratio is 0.14 and for hydrogen it is 0.12, both indicating lean combustion. This difference will
cause a 6 ◦C increase in the adiabatic flame temperature of hydrogen in comparison with
methane. The volumetric flow rate of the flue gas entering the turbine will increase by 1.5%
due to the alteration of the density and mass flow rate. The specific heat capacity in flue
gas with hydrogen will be 1% higher compared to methane. All of these minor changes are
due to the fact that the combustion mix at the baseload is very lean, so the difference in the
properties is relatively small. This situation is very different from large-scale gas turbines,
where the fuel-to-air ratio is an order of magnitude higher compared to MGTs. The flue
gas properties are reported in Table 1 for pure methane and pure hydrogen combustion in
the MGT.
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Table 1. Flue gas properties comparison burning methane and hydrogen. Air composition is 21% O2
and 79% N2 with 4.3 bar pressure and 610 K temperature.

Property Methane Hydrogen

Lower heating value (per mass) 50 MJ/kg 120 MJ/kg
Fuel flow rate for nominal power output 6.7 g/s 2.8 g/s

Air flow rate 0.8 kg/s 0.8 kg/s
Flue gas flow rate 0.67 m3/s 0.68 m3/s

Stoichiometric air–fuel ratio (mass-based) 17.12 34.06
Actual air–fuel ratio (mass-based) 120 288

Equivalence ratio 0.14 0.12
Adiabatic flame temperature 1230.52 K 1236.51 K

Flue gas heat capacity at constant pressure 1214.8 J/kgK 1228.8 J/kgK

In the following section, an overview of the experimental setup with the main mod-
ifications and redeveloped items are explained which were essential to solve the chal-
lenges explained.

3. Test Rig Description

The test rig was based on a commercial Turbec T100 unit (T100PH) Series 2 micro
gas turbine. T100PH is a single shaft micro gas turbine designed to work both in power
generation mode and in cogeneration mode for combined heat and power generation. The
T100 is equipped with a recuperator that preheats the air before the combustion chamber
by transferring heat from the turbine exhaust gas. There is also a heat exchanger, exploiting
the remaining heat in the exhaust gas to warm up the circulating water.

The power generating unit consists of a single-stage centrifugal compressor, a single-
stage radial turbine, a tubular combustor, and a high-speed permanent magnet generator.
The compressor and the turbine work with a pressure ratio of about 4.3 and a turbine
inlet temperature of around 950 degrees Celsius. At nominal operating conditions (with
ISO ambient conditions), the unit can produce 100 kW of electrical power at a rotational
speed of 70,000 rpm and electrical efficiency of 30%, thanks to the recuperator which is
compensating for the low-pressure ratio and low turbine-inlet temperature. In cogeneration
mode, the total efficiency (fuel utilization factor) increases to 80%. The test rig, modified
for fuel flexible operation is presented in Figure 2.
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During the past few years, numerous modifications have been made to the engine
to enable research and development activities, exploring the fuel flexibility of the unit.
Recently, the original engine was modified to enable running with hydrogen-enriched
fuels, by replacing the original combustor with a new design. The fuel train was also
modified to enable different fuel blends in terms of hydrogen content. Over 50 sensors
have been installed in different locations of the engine for a comprehensive overview of the
engine condition during a test run. In this section, an overview of the main modifications
implemented on the engine is provided.

Hydrogen and methane fuel is provided by bundles, each comprising high-pressure
interconnected bottles. The bundles are connected to the fuel train via a pressure regulator,
to reduce the pressure from over 200 bars to below 20 bars. There are also flashback
arrestors and disconnecting valves in the circuit which protect the line. The disconnecting
valves are controlled by a leakage sensor inside the building. The bundles and regulator
are shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3. Fuel bundles and regulators.

To enable seamless fuel mixing and to accommodate for the changing volume flow of
the fuel blend, the fuel train and the gas mixing station have been modified. The system
consists of two separate flow controllers for methane and hydrogen, a mixing station, two
main valves, and a pilot valve to supply fuel to the MGT. The mixing station is a wide and
long pipe that provides enough space so that methane and hydrogen mix well together,
preventing hydrogen pockets and local high temperatures inside the combustor which
could result in thermal damage and NOx production. The mixed fuel rate is determined
by the MGT controller, which has a PID system that finds the adequate fuel flow rate that
provides enough heat input to the system at each power set point. The amount of each fuel
type is however defined and regulated by the additional controller provided for the fuel
train, working based on the ratio of the fuel types defined by the operator.

In Figure 4, the fuel train temporarily installed on top of the MGT encloser is shown
with a schematic diagram of the system. Originally, two main valves were installed to
increase the flexibility during the operation, however, one of them remained closed since
it was not required. A three-way valve that provides discharge to the atmosphere is also
included in the system for safety reasons.

The combustion chamber and fuel system of the MGT test rig have been replaced with
a new design to accommodate various fuel mixtures of hydrogen and hydrocarbon-based
fuels. The original combustor has been replaced by a fuel-flexible combustor designed
and manufactured by the German Aerospace Centre (DLR) to investigate the performance
of the engine in different load conditions. To evaluate the unit’s performance and cyclic
behavior, additional pressure and temperature sensors have been installed.
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The test rig is equipped with an F400s FLOX® combustor (see Figure 5). It is a low
NOx, flameless combustor with proven fuel flexibility, capable of running on hydrogen [3,5].
The combustor was tested on an atmospheric test rig with up to 100% hydrogen, but its
hydrogen capability in real conditions inside a gas turbine was verified during the current
experiments. An overview of the original combustor’s geometry could be found in [34].
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The baseline engine is equipped with sensors, that measure the flow properties,
rotational speed, power output, and a few other parameters mainly for controlling the
engine operation. The test rig has been equipped with over 50 additional sensors to enable
detailed condition monitoring and performance analysis. Figure 6 shows the position of the
sensors at different locations. These sensors can be divided into four different categories:

1. Cycle measurements: Pressure and temperature sensors are placed in different loca-
tions to provide operational data;

2. Fuel measurement: Pressure, temperature, and mass flow sensors are providing
comprehensive information about the fuel at every operational condition;

3. Metal temperature measurement: The metal temperature is measured inside the
combustor for lifetime assessments;

4. Emissions measurement: Measuring the concentration of the exhaust gas components.
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Among the 32 sensors listed in the table of Figure 6 are 6 Turbec built-in sensors and
26 are additionally installed. It is worth mentioning that two thermocouples have been
installed in position 5, where the working flow has the highest temperature in the cycle.
These sensors are located inside the combustor, measuring the temperature of the flow
close to the combustion and dilution zone. The temperature of the inlet air to the combustor
is also measured (see Figure 7).
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Figure 7. Flow measurements installed in the combustor.

The measurements related to the fuel system are presented in Table 2, providing
detailed information about fuel conditions, before and after mixing. The sensors listed in
rows 1 to 3 are installed in the fuel train (Figures 3 and 4) and the fuel temperature in the
combustor is measured by a thermocouple close to the combustion point.

Table 2. Number of fuel measurements in the fuel system.

Description Temperature Pressure Mass flowrate

Methane fuel 1 1 1
Hydrogen fuel 1 1 1

Mixed fuel 1 1 -
Fuel in combustor 1 - -

4. Results

To investigate the transient performance of the engine running with high hydrogen
content, a maneuver of the engine with increasing hydrogen content, from 85% to 90%
was conducted without changing the controller’s settings. The run was executed in 13 ◦C
ambient temperature and 1.01 bar ambient pressure for which the logged data are presented
in Figure 8. Snapshot data are extracted and presented in Table 3, where the performance
parameters at each power step in steady-state conditions are presented. The hydrogen
content in the fuel is calculated based on the volume flow rate. Power step-up was run with
88% hydrogen and at the maximum load it was increased to 90% and then a step-down
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was conducted. These data provide the bases for comparison as it was collected from less
than an hour’s run, however, the ambient temperature during the run gradually increased
by one degree.
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Figure 8. Power variation with F400-s ver02, modified controller setup. The ambient condition
during the test is 13 ◦C and 1.01 bar.

Table 3. Data extracted from steady-state spans from a test run depicted in Figure 8.

Elapsed time P (kW) N (%)
.

mf(g/s) H2 (%) Tcomb(◦C) NOx (ppm) Vpilot (%) Vmain(%)

t1 100 35 77.9 2.1 85.1 869.8 3.3 10.3 20.6
t2 600 50 82.9 2.4 87.7 899.7 5.4 10.5 25.1
t3 850 70 89.5 3.1 87.6 934.5 8.7 9.8 31.5
t4 1000 80 92.7 3.5 87.7 948.1 11.0 10.3 35.0
t5 1350 90 95.8 3.9 88.1 966.3 13.9 10.6 39.5
t6 1600 100 98.7 4.2 87.9 979.2 16.4 9.9 43.3
t7 1800 100 98.8 4.1 90.4 980.5 17.5 10.2 43.9
t8 2100 90 96.0 3.7 90.4 964.6 14.2 10.2 39.2
t9 2350 80 93.5 3.3 90.3 947.8 12.0 10.2 35.8
t10 2500 70 90.2 2.9 90.3 933.5 9.7 10.2 31.3
t11 2800 50 83.7 2.3 90.0 902.6 5.3 9.9 24.9

At 100 kW the increase in hydrogen resulted in less than 2 ◦C increase in flue gas
temperature and more than 1 ppm increase in NOx emissions. The same difference in the
temperature and emissions could be observed for other power rates as well. The differ-
ence in NOx emission rate is due to the higher temperature in the combustor, previously
discussed in the section "flame temperature." The variation in combustion temperature is
illustrated in Figure 8 and according to the data reported in Table 3, less than 2 ◦C could be
observed in flue gas temperature. This change is measured by the thermocouple shown in
Figure 7 which is installed inside the combustor and closed to the dilution holes. Therefore,
the measured temperature could only be an indicator of the increase in combustion tem-
perature, since it is a local measurement after cooling and the actual value of the increase
in combustion temperature is not clear. Other than the 100 kW case, the comparison for
other power rates shows that NOx production is 1 ppm higher due to a 3% increase in
hydrogen content.

The rotational speed of the engine for the same power outputs is slightly (less than
1% relative to the nominal speed) higher with increased hydrogen content, however, the
ambient temperature is higher during the second half of the operation and that has a direct
impact on the rotational speed. In general, when weather is warmer, the engine rotates at
higher speeds.

The position of the pilot and main valves is also presented in Figure 8, where the
pilot valve position is almost constant throughout the operation. The main valve provides
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variations in fuel flow rate for the maneuver. The pilot opening for the steady-state
operation was originally set to 14%, which is a value appropriate for methane and blended
methane/hydrogen fuel with small share of hydrogen. With increasing the amount of
hydrogen, the pilot valve is recalibrated to a lower value which keeps the NOx emissions
below the regulated amount and also stabilizes the combustion.

Other than the discussed maneuvers, several runs with different hydrogen content
have been conducted. Using the data post-processing tool, the steady-state period data are
extracted which can provide insights into the influence of hydrogen injection on the MGT
performance parameters. In Figure 9, the NOx emissions in different power outputs with
various hydrogen content are presented. The general trend taken from the figure suggests
that the production of NOx increases as the share of hydrogen in the fuel increases. There
are a few points in Figure 9 that are from the runs with a hydrogen content of around
55% (white circles) which do not follow the general behavior. The reason is that, during
that test, the original valve setting was used which led to high NOx emissions. The high
temperatures in the combustor encouraged modifying the valves’ settings which led to the
lower opening of the pilot valve. All other points are from the maneuvers after recalibration
of the valves.
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The impact of hydrogen injection on the efficiency of the engine cycle is investigated
in Figure 10. The performance of the engine in terms of electrical efficiency for a range of
hydrogen contents is similar to each other and increases with the power output. There is
a slight difference in the efficiency of the cycle at a constant power output, but the main
reason is the effect of ambient conditions; as the engine inlet temperature increases, the
efficiency of the engine reduces [35].

The main reason for replacing carbon-based fuels with hydrogen is to reduce the
production of carbon oxides. As discussed, adding hydrogen fuel will contribute to the
reduction in the greenhouse gasses that result in global warming, both by replacement
of carbon atoms with hydrogen and by promoting combustion efficiency and complete
combustion. This effect is illustrated in Figure 11, where a higher content of hydrogen has
resulted in lower CO emissions and zero CO emissions are evident for pure hydrogen. The
only points that are not compliant with the trends are, once again, the experiment with 55%
hydrogen. The run of that case included trials and errors to ensure a stable operation with
NOx emissions below the regulated values, so different arrangements for pilot valves were
tried. The results of these tests led to different combustion efficiencies and therefore CO
emission rates.
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5. Conclusions

In this paper, the process of redeveloping a commercial micro gas turbine to operate
with blended methane/hydrogen fuel is presented. Previous studies have shown that a
small amount of hydrogen injection into gas turbines is tolerated, however, as the share
of hydrogen increases, combustion temperatures and therefore NOx emissions increase.
Moreover, using the same combustion system will result in unstable combustion and the
risk of flashbacks, because of the difference between the combustion characteristics between
hydrogen and methane (or natural gas).

During a collaboration between the university of Stavanger and the German Aerospace
Centre (DLR), a modified version of the T100 PH micro gas turbine is provided, with
minimum modifications required. A new combustor with an innovative design based
on FLOX technology developed by DLR is used to accommodate combustion with high
hydrogen content. The engine is also equipped with a new fuel train with an additional
controller, so a range of fuel blends could be provided for the engine. The modifications to
the main controller of the engine are kept to a minimum and confined only to the controller
parameters in the software. With a smaller opening in the pilot valve, stable combustion
with regulated NOx is realized.

Several maneuvers with different hydrogen contents are conducted for a range of
power outputs. The maximum NOx emission is 25 ppm for running the engine at maximum
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load with pure hydrogen. The corrected NOx emission based on the case with 15% O2 is
64 ppm, which is lower than the regulated value. The electrical efficiency of the engine
is not impaired by hydrogen injection into the system. The greenhouse gas emission is
reduced by increasing the share of hydrogen in the fuel, by replacement of the carbon
element with hydrogen, also by the improvement of combustion efficiency. Close to zero
CO emissions are realized when the engine is derived with pure hydrogen.
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